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GAYS SHOCKED ABOUT HONGISTO ENDORSING FERDON FOR D.A.
ARCH-ENEMY OF GAYPEOPLE, THE INCUMBENT DISTRICT ATTORNEY, JOHN J. FERDON WAS ENDORSED BY SHERIFF RICHARD D. HONGISTO FOR RE-ELECTION
San Francisco EXAMINER political editor, Cyd Klossen, wrote in the Sunday EXAMINER, September 28th, quoting Hongisto at a candidates night at West Portal Library, “John J. Ferdon and I deserve re-election!” Klossen, respected political analyst in the Bay Area, said it was a direct quote of the Sheriff.
Ferdon, the man who is often called the “shadow” for his lack of appearance in courts in San Francisco and particularly during this election at public meetings, is the man who is responsible for the prosecution of gay cases and prostitution cases in the Courts.
Ferdon has been unrelenting in his prosecution of gays. Ferdon is being opposed by a strong supporter of gay rights. Joe Freitas. Hongisto is being opposed by a strong advocate of equal rights for gays, Gene PRAT.
Since the article appeared in the Sunday EXAMINER, Hongisto is busy making tracks to try and cover both sides of the fence, but it appears that the support statement of Ferdon is in line with Hongisto’s acceptance of the endorsement of two Ferdon cronies, former Mayor’s Elmer Robinson and George Christopher.
As a result, this newspaper asks that you vote for PRAT for Sheriff of San Francisco.

ATTORNEY JOHN E/HELMAN WAHL SUES TO KEEP MAN IN THE "CLOSET"!
A $15,000,000 SUIT FILED BY M.C.C. ATTORNEY JOHN ESHELMAN WAHL AGAINST NEWSPAPERS AND FIFTEEN PERSONS, ON THE BEHALF OF O. SIPPLE.
Oliver Bill Sipple, the man who allegedly saved the life of President Gerald Ford on September 22, in one of the many threats on Ford’s life, when he supposedly had grabbed the arm of Sara Jane Moore as she allegedly raised a pistol to possibly shoot Ford, is suing because his privacy has been invaded by newspapers, and caused him shame and humiliation because the publicity, he claims has caused his relatives to not speak to him.
Sipple, who has worked as a bartender in numerous gay bars, held a press conference to complain of the publicity he had received, and specifically to decline to state his sexual preference, but it did draw a great deal more attention to Sipple and gave him even less privacy.
None of the newspaper reports stated that Sipple was a homosexual, but merely that he worked in homosexual bars and knew various gay people.
He said he was not a friend of Rev. Ray Broshears, who concurred saying that he did not like Sipple because of his excessive drinking and his loudmouth behavior in the bars, at least when Broshears observed him. Wahl’s suit is counter-gay liberation!

DIANNE FEINSTEIN SWEEPS ENDSOREMENTS OF GAY GROUPS AND ACTIVISTS..........
Supervisor Dianne Feinstein, in a surprise to most all gay political activists, has shown that the people of the gay community want her for MAYOR of San Francisco, with her upset in candidates nights. One of many people who had been expected to win, could not muster enough votes to finish close to Ms. Feinstein.
FEMINIST ISSUE QUITE IMPORTANT....
The issue of a woman for Mayor seems to be quite important in the various candidates nights, for many many of the gay persons present expressed the feeling that a woman should be the Mayor of San Francisco. It is most apparent that the macho-gay males of the leather and Levi crowd are in favor of Milton Marks, but Marks has failed to show at any of the Gay candidates nights to date.
Gay women are flocking to Dianne in droves to work for her election as Mayor of San Francisco.
KNOWN GAY ACTIVISTS JOIN RANKS....
Several well known gay activists are working actively for the election of Dianne for Mayor, such as former Tavern Guild Board Member, and the former owner of the Mint, a popular restaurant, Charlotte Coleman. She is joined by Ms. Del Martin, Ms. Jo Daly, Ms. Phyllis Lyon, to name but a few of the thousands of activist gay women for Dianne Feinstein.
The gay men are right there also, with persons such as George Mendenhall, George Croft, Mark Knox, Don Black, Rev. Bill Johnson, Damon De-Winters, and Archie Perrault, and countless other gay militant, minister, Ray Broshears.
DIANNE DELIVERS, ALL AGREE.........
Dianne Feinstein delivers when they need her was the claim of the many endorsers of Dianne. They stated she is always available to members of the gay community when they want to speak with her, something the others are not.
GAY GROUPS ENDORSE............... The largest gay voter group in the City endorsed Dianne Feinstein for Mayor at their fourth annual candidates night September 8th.
The GAY VOTERS LEAGUE, overwhelmingly endorsed Dianne Feinstein over all the other candidates. It was the largest vote for a single person for Mayor since the League began.
Then later, the strongest gay group in the California Democratic Council the HARRY S. TRUMAN DEMOCRATIC CLUB endorsed Dianne Feinstein with very little opposition.
Then, on Thursday, October 2nd, the militant gay activist group, the GLA (Gay Liberation) endorsed Dianne Feinstein for Mayor.
GAY CRUSADER...GETS OFF THE FENCE....
As a result of this endorsement, the GLA (Gay Liberation) endorsed Dianne Feinstein for Mayor.
GAY CRUSADER...GETS OFF THE FENCE....
As a result of this endorsement, and the resulting groundswell for Dianne Feinstein for Mayor movement in the gay community, this newspaper has no choice but the best choice, which is quite obvious, and that is, Dianne Feinstein.
The GAY CRUSADER urges you to vote for Dianne Feinstein for Mayor of OUR City, on November 4th.
About TOM, our COVERBOY

TOM, our coverperson is a man about town who elides around town in his own solid hold (but painted undue attention) Cadillac. His exceptional personality expresses itself on a bubbling glee. EVERY-should enjoy his KARMA*

WHERE IT IS AT! Happyism!!!

ON SHOULD ENJOY HIS KARMA*

The gay-ghettos of Polk and the Tenderloin are involved in these plans, for it is too low-income gay person who is really hurting in the gay community. The middle-class gay merely moves, when the rent is raised, as they can afford to move. But, the cost of moving, (security deposits, the rip-off cleaning deposits, etc.) in addition to the physical cost of relocating your possessions, is more than one or two g_KEYBOARD* CADILLAC will be right in there with them.

If you are concerned about the rip-off rent increases which are forcing you near-starvation, please contact the HELPING HANDS SERVICES at 771-3306, and leave your name, address and phone so that you can be with us at the meetings date.

The time is right now, to act

Just because you go out to Land's End and live at six people a week, does not make you gay!...you are still a heterosexual, UNTIL...

Just because you work at a homosexual bar, does not make you gay, you can still the plain jane, garden-variety homosexual, UNTIL...

Just because you are deeply involved in the social life of the homosexual world in our CITY, does not make you gay, you are still a heterosexual, UNTIL...
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THE SHARE OF SAN FRANCISCO...the CASSABA!

RENT CONTROL...These words bring nightmares to the likes of John Barbagelata, Bob Gon-zales, Ron Pelosi, Terry Frankels, Quintin Kopp, and Dorothy vonBeroldingen of the Board of Supervisors, is a basic public policy of the ruling class of San Francisco. Allot this and the Chinese "Mafia" slum lords of Bob work. (Polk-Larkin area, the Tenderloins, Hayes Valley, and Valencia Valley own most all of the rental properties in these areas. Some of the rents have increased as much as $300 per month for a flat, and $500 a month for an apartment. Allotlo and his Chinese "Mafia" are allowed to get away with it because the voters continually send people like the above mentioned Supervisors back to the Board each election.
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TELL YOUR FOLKS
TELL YOU FAMILY BEFORE YOU CAN’T EXCEPT OBBEY! "THE LION’S DEN" STIPPLES!!!! The man who allegedly saved Genoa Ford’s life, is a long of the example of a "pen" open about their homosexuality in closets. Open and there is a lot of people living in the closets and living in the streets. Despite the beamed preacher at the Metropolitan Closet Church has said in NEWSPAPER, being gay means being completely open any time anywhere. The beamed preacher said that the only way to make gay, not one of these "make gay" laws are a state of consciousness, a state of mind, a time when your heart, your thoughts, your private life, your public life, have all arrived at the "top of the peak of harmony" and the gold at the top of your total self...you are no longer afraid that you will be killed, and if you are, you will be ready for it, standing tall, and GAY means that you are ready to stand up...not being ugly means being as ugly as a long strong woman in a woman could not stand up in the glance of the world’s disrespect of the GAY VOICE in America...as we live...a homosexual.

Now Open
24 Hours!
Complimentary Hors ‘d oeuvres
As We Say: I GINJER
THE HIDEAWAY BAR
5-7 PM
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Despite BOYcott.....We did it!

DESPITE THE BOYCOUTS, HELPING HANDS SERVICES RAISE $355.47... DEMANDING the unofficial boycott, the DEIDDER, the Council of Emperors (Marcus-Russ-Cramer-Caringi), and trouble from a number of members of the community, the new first fundraiser for HELPING HANDS community services was quite successful.

Hosted at 239 & BRIEUC’S, POLK GULCH SALOON, with master auctioneer DIXON (Polk Street Sally) and the his auction assistants, held together for the cause was. The event was open to the public, and the success was. Lovely GINGER, another Empress candidate was on hand to help us. RICHARD F. (MSOO) was a delight with his camp and charm. Special thanks to 100% for their support.

MOTION PICTURE STAR, KAREN BLACK PLAYS ROLE AS MALE CHANTEUSE in "THE LION’S DEN" produced by 22 year old Sherwin Tilton, stars Karen Black, and won the New York Critics Circle Award for "Best Actress in a Musical". The show is a Broadway hit and has been nominated for six Tony awards.
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The moment is CONTACT*, which is faced with financial troubles because of a period of layoffs. On the West Coast, the NEWSWEST has begun to be a sort of a Gay Home Companion* with a paid and a volunteer staff. The new笋ews website has become a competing newspaper and offers all the news one could want. The GAY COMMUNITY NEWS of Boston has a broad base in the New England area and is growing and could offer serious competition to the established SCENE. This trend has not changed in years.

But all of these newspapers suffer from lack of advertising. The GAY CRUSADER, with strong bases, is appealing to more. The only one of the three to expose the GAY CRUSADER is threatened with advertising boycotts. The BAR, SENTINEL, and the GAY CRUSADER have 5000 printed, and the GAY CRUSADER has 20,000 devoted to people who read and advertise for the papers. But the SENTINEL and BAR face the same problems as the other newspapers, with straight and strict news content. Well done, and cleverly edited, it is just the same. They are being kept abreast of the new laws concerning Social Security, and they are being kept up to date in the American Bar Association's legal publications. The younger gayperson is the most important, for the bar owners and other gay enterprises in the gay community.

It is difficult to assess exactly the power of the bar owners and other gay enterprises, but we can say that they "have gay liberation." In fact, the movement is so recent that we are not sure what it means to have gay liberation. Instead, the movement is a sort of a Gay Home Companion with a paid and a volunteer staff. The new笋ews website has become a competing newspaper and offers all the news one could want. The GAY COMMUNITY NEWS of Boston has a broad base in the New England area and is growing and could offer serious competition to the established SCENE. This trend has not changed in years.
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THE FLYING ONE........

POLITICS...........POLITICS...........POLITICS

DILLI: Flame, GINGER: Jane Doe and VEE DOO. It should be most interesting to
meet one of the persons who worked for the
island candidate in the recent race back in town.
ROYAL GAY POLITICS STILL MORE....Mike Caringi, who
was a hair-burner in New York City before he came to
is stepping on toes» lots of the royal ones. Guess
appears the election is doing it for them. Who was
some real super-snobs» and greedy businesspeople. But
felt it was continuing the myth of male domination»
is opposed to the law which would end strikes by the
run-off choices. Polls show that the big labor boys
just not in the race at all. Barbagelata who???

THE KICKOFF AGAINST REPRODUCTION

Jim Fish and his lovely wife....at the FOX
..were seen engaged in
AFTERNOON GRANDIOSE...together, on Lees couch»
Empress Shirley and Cristal. Queen Mother
of DOLLIS Boys!!!!! Really! With what you
have, you should be the MAN!!!!!!!!!!!'***

HOLDING COURT AT THE PATIO

The day manager of the CHURCH STREET  STATION was
disabled meant that you could not work
the winner in this no-round match held
in the Tombstones! You and Jim Hagan...

THE RABBIT RAN OUT ____Mr. Gay San Fran-

SUNDAY NIGHT AT THE FIGHTS...Two

CHRIP ING AROUND TOWN....The fuzz and rumors
about at the Don CAVALLO party for Senator

CRISTAL drive Mrs. Olsen to

ALL MY CHILDREN, a soap ope-

ROYAL GAY POLITICS...Five persons
have been found acceptable for the
post of Empress of Tavern Guild.
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GAY POLITICS FIRST ......Bill Plath.
the Fim e
office managert a minister of M.C.C
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FIGHT RENT HIKES

DO YOU WANT TO STAND AGAINST RENT HIKES?
JOIN US TONIGHT

The Harry S. Truman Democratic Club, endorsements have been out since the 1st of May. And, we have had no bids for us on a person. Since the Truman Club, did not endorse for anything, that be
Curtis Silver. She was not endorsed by the Club for the office of District Attorney. Joe Freitas was the endorse for the San Francisco Board of Supervisors. As the candidacy of Ms. Silver for US has caused much controversy, for her association with certain groups, and the issue of her residency has come up. She is not out our choice for P.A.

Dont be afraid to take your stand and really do something about all this! DONT PAY...DONT PAY...STRIKE NOW!!!

NOW IS THE TIME TO TAKE A FIRM STAND AND REALLY DO SOMETHING ABOUT ALL THIS! DONT PAY...DONT PAY...STRIKE NOW!!!

HARRY S. TRUMAN DEMOCRAT

The loss of a lover by death: a lesson for the gay community

When you lose someone who is very dear to your heart, it can be a difficult and painful experience. Losing a lover through death is even more so, as it marks the end of a relationship that was filled with love and memories. The emotional impact of such a loss can be overwhelming, and it is important to find ways to cope and move forward.

Dying

Thought about it?

If you are at the point of loss of a lover by death, a lesson for the gay community, you are not alone. Many people have experienced the loss of a beloved companion, and the feelings of grief and pain that come with it. It is a natural response to such a loss, and it is important to acknowledge and allow yourself to feel the emotions that arise.

The Bar Owners are not your enemy... fascism is!

The bar owners are not your enemy. The bar is a place where people can come together and socialize, and it is important to keep that in mind. Even if you do not agree with their actions, it is important to remember that they are just like you. They have feelings and emotions, and they are entitled to respect.

Justice

The cause, the root of the condition

The cause, the root of the condition, is something to think about. It is important to understand the underlying issues that led to the loss of a lover, and to find ways to address them.

Let us assume that you are living with a lover who

Let us assume that you are living with a lover who is someone you care about deeply. What now? Following the shock which will most likely follow, what now? The situation can be overwhelming, and it is important to find ways to cope.

Thought about it?

If you are at the point of loss of a lover by death, a lesson for the gay community, you are not alone. Many people have experienced the loss of a beloved companion, and the feelings of grief and pain that come with it. It is a natural response to such a loss, and it is important to acknowledge and allow yourself to feel the emotions that arise.

Pigs, the Bar Owners are not your enemy...

Pigs, the Bar Owners are not your enemy. The bar is a place where people can come together and socialize, and it is important to keep that in mind. Even if you do not agree with their actions, it is important to remember that they are just like you. They have feelings and emotions, and they are entitled to respect.
To us it's no surprise
There's no escape, there's no
From Watergate and lies
Cannot appear in court today
So beautiful X-presidents who

Los Angeles, Los Angeles, your size amazes
In California State
America, America....with cities filled with

belong to Russian spys
Where once were spacious skies
The amber waves of grain we had

he walked city streets and marched in the heatprotestinf and calling for an endof the people being locked upand of thoae being fck^ upfor a aodety we could barely even bendlo he took on an old itoreand opened up ita door

a center for those into dragand for the ill fated fagand any that related to being gaywho only wanted to tryto get themselves highon life in their own being's way

by,Doug Oram

We have a list of approved/cI cared inmates for
currently under criminal prosecution for consu­
opcra e by Dick Price, and Bob Humphries who
about what offense they arc in for, and then you
Some have even received letters from one
San Luis Obispo.
and a Place to live for the guyt so he could get

We'd love love to know just what makes you tick
But Welby don't care cause he made some money
Marcus Welby should be called Doctor No
WHO wrote the script? They should be gassed
Lavender Panther piss on that damn  show
Some don't understand that we're human  too
But films like that just should not be
Sperm offerings to sidewalk
ds as an asbestos curtin hid­
And, once again Night descen­
cible for the transmutation
that $ not now I knew it to be when I thought with what I'd heard and read so I said what did you know that seems to contradict me so surely just not what I have said
for the man I knew when I was passing through showed more than just at face value for I heard his thou^ts and truths and ... thoughts that kept coming onto youbut some of those who could see and some of them who were free saw somethiitg much more
TOM SAXON

PRISON RAP

WARNING...STRAIGHTS ARE
These prisoners ads are
RANDY J. ANDERSON

The above poem was written by Canadian Doug
Oram about Reverend Raymond Brodric and the
Helping Hands community services projects!

AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL.......by Randy J. Anderson '74
Oh beautiful, for Jumbo Jets
Where once were spacious skies
The oak wicks upon the bay, beneath the
fruited plains of grain we had
belong to Russian spys
The old slunks upon the bay, beneath the
America, America....with cities filled with
Polluted mountains majesties someday will
share our fate.

FRANKLY, we don't understand the California
state scene. We are out of place and unsure how
as how many California fruitcakes can get their
seses involved with our little movements,....
from capital punishment politic to a
almost all of them albeit none of them have
CHICKEN comes up in the court today.
We think its the worst Older trees who are
whores.

There are thousands of kids like us expres­sion
by The State, by home, by parents, by soci­ety
who are denied to such frivolous stuff as GAY PRIDE
PARADES.....these films look to us like there is no such dicerger scene as the current GAY CINEMA.

To us, it is not very GAY at all, it is a sad scene because we are made up of America.
Bourgeois QUEENS and BARONS and CARNIVALS
That would not be so bad, but it looks like un­less you happen to be incredibly BEAUTIFUL in the tables of the GAY RICHIES?
Can you wonder that the whole thing doesnt get depressed and drayed down?
Can you wonder why our friends are overshipping on the latest shitty downers?
GAY GUARDIAN is for us
It is their fault that our gay bars and restaurants
just so damn selfish and non-sharing??
Shit, dracy!!! and...and...what the hell is it that we areRealize that we are dedicated to make your eyes
The way you do, so little girls!!

by, Randy. J. ANDERSON

PRISON RAP

OUTRAGE

(buying cards and cards carding)

Marcus Welby close to home. Made a show that was obscure
I've always cared for Robert Young
But now I think he should be hung
Some NBC station (not Dick Price)
(So would have Edgar Allan Poe)
Four big articles could pay
To see the gay portrayed that way
We don't like that, we don't like that used
With all my friends, this just ain't done
Hope it wins his little award
My TV show up

I like a guy who's 43
The other networks did not show it
It was dirty as general for God damn
Some don't understand that we're human too
So talk your diseases, people, and get the rest
We are changing the channel to one NBC
And with the exception of the cops who got passed
With a big fat dildo up and down their show.
The Marcus Welby show, Marcus Welby should be called the Child molester show not very funny
But Welby don't care cause he made some money
The game play with children, Marcus my dear
taking that role, you must be a queer
or psychiatrist...you could be sick
We'd love love to know just what makes you tick
By the way, do you like little girls!

Short dresses and gay Temple curts
On second thought though, she's much too young
for old buzzards like you, you son of a gun

RAN Y J. ANDERSON
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RAN Y J. ANDERSON
A Man of Action

Gene Prat for Sheriff

November 4, 1975, ELECTION TIME for the City and County of San Francisco, and it is with great pride, that the Gay Crusader now endorses Gene Prat for Sheriff of San Francisco. The Crusader feels that after several months of seeing Prat in action around the City, seeing how the voters of the Richmond, Bayview-Hunters Point, the Fillmore and Taraval, have all taken the time to explain to us how we now know that he is the only qualified candidate for Sheriff of San Francisco.

Hongisto Tells Berkeley Babs In Interview That He Doesn't Need The Gay Vote...

In an exclusive interview with the San Francisco staff of the Berkeley Barb, Richard Hongisto, the Sheriff of San Francisco, said “I feel sure I will win, so I feel that I can win my next race without the Gay community and a number of other communities.” This statement came in an interview printed in the April 6, Berkeley Barb, in response to a question on how important different minority communities will be to his re-election campaign. He went on to say that “The people of any election would be greatly reduced without minorities.” Hongisto did not comment on the statements of mayoral candidates. During the campaign, Hongisto said that he was the only candidate in the primary, but they had to have the gay vote in order to win.

Hongisto continued to say for Sheriff, Michael Nevin, a bodyguard for the Mayor, and a driver of his car, Nevin said that he “can’t understand or want the support of the gay community.” Another SFPD Inspector, William Higginbotham, said he wanted some support, but “he doubted that he would get it.” He was a security officer when off-duty as MACTY’s, and he advised MACTY’s how to keep the gay people safe. The photo of gay people on the street was shown on TV. The one of gay people marched outside of MACTY’s in protest of the extramarital relationship. The more, after several gay people had been arrested in the toilets there. Nearly a thousand gay police officers were sent to MACTY’s, but they had to keep the gay vote in order to win.

But one candidate for Sheriff, Gene Prat, says that if he wins, he will have the support of the gay community. “I have spoken to the gay community and they were happy to hear that I will win,” Prat said. “I need and welcome the gay vote.”

STOCK OVER HONGISTO STATEMENT COMES FROM SEVERAL GAY ACTIVISTS...

Statements of sorts, or “it must be a minority” to “bow ungrateful to”? I should know I would have to look on them in the sense of various persons the Crusader spoke to Hongisto’s downplaying of the gay vote’s importance. But all agreed that Hongisto would not win without the full support of the gay community, and they all agreed that he would not have full support this close to the race because of this. Hongisto has many gay people who hate him for his hate of gay people, who hate him for being gay.

BROKEN PROMISES BY HONGISTO...

Hongisto told several activists in his campaign for Sheriff in 1971 that he would “spread out” gay community to administrative posts. A promise which he did not live up to. Hongisto, shortly after assuming the Office of Sheriff, let down the security at County Jail #2, at San Bruno, where, upon, several gay people, no longer having tight security around their cells, found themselves in the targets of brutal, savage, attacks. The office of Sheriff Richard Hongisto would make a strong statement on the BARES affair towards the gay community to say that “it was true” and that “the Sheriff still has more gay spies, that they understand the real meaning of his statement.”

Sheriff Hongisto left to the extreme left, has upset many gay voters, and voters in general, and in the BARES article the Sheriff praised social and said that he was about as far as left as any sheriff candidate could go.

Hongisto has been at rallies of well known lesbians, who wish the violent overthrow of the government. His appearance at the Glide Church with the Left-Wing. Rev. Caper, in the middle. This year has led many Hongisto supporters to withdraw support. The Angeles Times appearance was one such case reported.

The Berkeley Barb, page 6, April 6th, 1975, states, “I feel sure I will win, so I feel I could win my next race without the gay community and a number of other communities.”

Gene Prat, Sheriff candidate with three of his supporters, Michael Carmi, “The Fox” and Dr. S.I. Hayaekawa was brought in to replace Summerskill. It was then Gene Prat met the traveling Doc Hayakawa, and they became friends. Gene Prat helped to resolve some of the differences which helped to bring about peace at SF State. And he became an administrator at SF State.

Gene Prat has the administrative experience that the position of Sheriff calls for. It is not an law enforcement position. Thus, by having persons rooted in executive work, you have people who just are not up to the high task of administra­ tion of a system as complex as the County Jail system. Gene Prat says that no inmate will be able to procure drugs when he is Sheriff. Thus this would put the overdoses at County Jail #2, which took the life of 27 year old Frank King a few short months ago. Prat also vows to retain the productive farm system and the egg farm, which the incumbent Sheriff foolishly did away with. It is productive in many ways. More fresh vegetables, eggs, keeping the budget down, and utilizing something more to do than just set around all day and night, and not do much. Without cost to the taxpayer, using foundations and corporations which will build the County Jail system a REASONABLE place.

WHAT THIS CITY NEEDS!!

Partial List of Prat Supporters...

B.A. Robinson, attorney
Michael Carinini, businessman
Bill McWilliams, bar owner
Rev. Roy Broehmers, activist
Curt Bryan, activist
Mark Hagen, artist
Thomas N. Edwards, accountant
James Hagen, funeral dir.
Damon DeWiters, artist
Elias Khish

Gene Prat, Sheriff candidate with three of his supporters, Michael Carmi, "The Fox," and Dr. S.I. Hayaekawa, who is emperor IV; supervisor candidate.

For Sheriff, Gene Prat, the GAY CRUSADER now endorses. The Crusader feels that after months of seeing Prat in action around the City, seeing how the voters of the Richmond, Bayview-Hunters Point, the Fillmore and Taraval, have all taken the time to explain to us how we now know that he is the only qualified candidate for Sheriff of San Francisco.